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Abstract. The following short report introduces an approach to utilize
unbounded, reliable fifo queues as basis for an operational semantics of
distributed applications whose implementation is based on the Berkeley Sockets Api. After a sketch of Tcp and the Sockets Api, a first
draft of a formalization of distributed programs is given as well as a
straight-forward translation into the abstract formal model of queueing
concurrent processes.
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Introduction

Distributed programs that communicate by point-to-point connections over a
Tcp/Ip-based network architecture are an important and ubiquitous class of
applications whose complexity demands for automatic verification tools to guarantee the communication protocol’s correctness. A secure protocol demands a
safe transportation of messages, and, hence, most often relies on an underlying
layer of Tcp whereas the interprocess communication is implemented with the
help of the Berkeley Sockets Api (or “Sockets” for short). Standard examples
for these kind of distributed programs are Internet clients and servers, as well as
peer-to-peer and Grid computing applications. Classical verification questions
are, for example, safety, boundedness, and deadlock freeness [Hol91]. Special
attention has to be paid to partial verification or verification with respect to
a given protocol specification, as the communicating programs are developed
apart and independently, viz. the gargantuan number of Ftp clients and servers
which – in practice – should work flawlessly together.
The Berkeley Sockets Api [BSD83] became the de facto standard for applications that communicate via Internet sockets, and most present-day operating
systems contain an implementation of this Api (e.g., WinSock on the Windows
platform, or as part of the glibc on Gnu/Linux). Even though originally implemented in and for C, almost all modern socket Apis in other programming languages follow its interface structure. In general, Sockets supports a wide variety
of different protocol families. In this short report, we will restrict our discussion
to the transmission control protocol (Tcp).
For example, Internet servers focus reliability and safety, which requires complex control structures and additional code that assures the proper behavior in
(almost) all execution contexts (including also rather unlikely conditions). The

automatic verification of legacy code cannot rely on building formal abstract
models by hand from the source code as this would be a tedious task regarding
the shear size and complexity of a typical server program. Hence, verification
requires a technique for model extraction. An obvious demand for the formal
model derived from code is the retransfer of the results of formal verification
on this model to the original program. This depends on proving the underlying translation to be “semantically equivalent”, e.g., a (bi-)simulation, or an
over-/under-approximation with respect to the property to verify.
An additional problem with Sockets is the missing formal semantics: the behavior of Api calls is fixed – at least to our knowledge – only by informal, natural
language documents like [Ste04] as well as by its implementations on different
platforms which differ significantly (see [Ste04] for details). Consequently, justifying a model extraction method would additionally demand a formally complete
and correct rigorous semantics for Sockets.

Our Contribution
We present a semi-formalization of distributed programs whose communication
is implemented via calls to the Tcp part of Sockets (under certain additional
background restrictions). We propose queueing concurrent processes (Qcp) as
formal model to extract the basic features of distributed programs. Qcp consists of local automata models (finite automata, counter automata, pushdown
automata, etc.) that communicate via reliable, a priori unbounded, point-topoint fifo channels. We conclude by a discussion why these kind of fifo channels
are semantically appropriate albeit our background restrictions.

Related Work
A Sockets semantics based on bounded fifo channels and thereupon the application of the Spin model checker for verification of Sockets based applications was
presented in [CMGMS05]. This publication proposes a formal semantics for Sockets, before it shows the translation to Promela. This approach presents only
the Sockets Api calls symbolically, whereas to surrounding code is simulated by
Spin’s feature to inline C code directly (which poses a problem regarding the
symbolic properties one can verify against).
The previous discussion originated from a more general approach to utilize
Spin for the verification of event driven distributive reactive systems [HS02], for
example, to verify the alternating bit protocol.
A model for (unicast) Udp Sockets based, distributed programs that includes
the handling of Icmp error messages was presented in [WNSS02]; the latter also
introduces a formal semantic model of Sockets, and relies on the Hol theorem
prover for programs written in a subset of OCaml. A general comparison of
different angles to attack Sockets’ semantic vagueness is presented in [BFN+ 05].
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TCP

The transmission control protocol (Tcp) [RFC793] is the original, and nowadays omnipresent transport layer protocol of the Internet protocol suite Tcp/Ip
[Ste95]. Tcp is connection oriented, (per default) full-duplex, stateful (i.e., a
connection is closed, half-open, open, half-closed, closed), and assures the reliable transmission of information. A connection binds two different Tcp-sockets
which both are given by an Ip-number (32 bit unsigned) and a Tcp-port number (16 bit unsigned). The operating system assigns sockets to running processes
dynamically such that at each time each socket is bound to no more than one
process. We will call the two processes linked by a connection peers.
Let a message be the atomic unit of transferred data, e.g., a letter over a
finite alphabet. Note that Tcp does not transfer messages but (finite) streams of
packages; Tcp collects certain smaller message to one package (i.e., Tcp’s atomic
unit of transmission) or divides larger messages into smaller ones depending on
the byte-encoding of messages. Nevertheless, Tcp assures that a sequence of
messages sent by one of the two peers will be received in the same order and
without transmission error by the other. Hence, an application based on Tcp
does not need to assure the integrity of the sent data itself (in contrast to Udp
based programs which also need to handle Icmp error messages).
An integral part of Tcp is the sliding window protocol that determines the
maximal number of packages currently in transit. Again, this is negotiated when
a connection is established; the maximal size of data currently in transit is 216 −1
(in bytes) in the standard case or 230 − 1 when considering Tcp window scaling
[RFC1323] (which is enabled per default in most modern operating systems).
Note that the latter amounts to 1GB of data currently on its way on the network, and that this 1GB can be only one continuous message or a gargantuan
number of one bit messages. Nevertheless, the actual window size is dynamically
adapted by the protocol itself to current network conditions (which depend on
all participating nodes and routers in the network). Consequently, we need consider alternative models for this non-deterministic behavior: one can either overapproximate the window size by the maximal number of messages in transit at
the same moment, or assume the window to be of “unbounded” size. We prefer
the latter as it includes non-deterministically all possible window sizes, even if
we possibly deal with window sizes that are in practice impossible (with respect
to [RFC1323]).
Besides these standard behavior, Tcp includes numerous advanced features
which need to be introduced here, as server programs tend to take any advantage
possible to gain a better performance and higher reliability. Two important features are the direct access to its input and output buffer as well as out-of-band
data. Each peer assigned to a socket has an input and an output buffer, these
are bounded (fifo) buffers whereas the size is fixed when establishing the connection (there is a maximal size as an operating system variable); nevertheless, each
peer can deliberately change unsent data in the output buffer (which is rarely
done), or can peek ahead in the input buffer. All the messages that are currently
transferred by the network can be seen as being stored in an unbounded fifo
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buffer which results in Figure 2. Out-of-band data transmission allows to transfer a signal from one peer to the other “quickly” and independent of all the
other data currently in transfer. Most Tcp implementations do not establish
an extra connection but tag Tcp messages by an “urgent” flag while sending,
such that it will be delivered immediately to the receiving peer and not enter
the input buffer. With respect to a Tcp-based application, “urgent” messages
can be seen as an additional buffer of size 1 in each direction that can be read
asynchronously; hence, an out-of-band signal as demanded by the Socket Api.

Fig. 1. Message Buffer Representation for Tcp
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Berkeley Sockets

As with different implementations of Tcp, there are different “interpretations”
of Sockets. To avoid confusion, we will restrict ourselves to Sockets for the Internet protocol suite and therein Tcp. Further, we assume Sockets to work in
blocking mode, i.e., that sending or receiving messages are atomic actions; this
is the “standard” behavior available in all Sockets implementations. Note that
Sockets’ underlying programming paradigm makes a difference between clients
and servers even if this seems strange for nowadays peer-to-peer applications.
command
socket
bind
listen
connect
accept
read, write
close

(natural language) semantics
create a (local) socket of a type, e.g., a Tcp socket
bind local socket to Ip-address and Tcp port
set underlying socket to listen mode (server)
connect to remote socket (client, binding local socket implicit)
accepts an incoming connection (server)
read, write from/to socket
remove socket

Table 1. Basic Sockets Api Calls

Sockets includes different types of Api calls for different classes of tasks: (i)
establish and maintain a connection, (ii) send and receive messages, (iii) auxiliary methods to adapt to the local machine (e.g., converting endianness of Ip
addresses). Table 1 gives a natural language semantics of these calls; Figure 2
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1 #include <socket.h>
2 /∗ overjump some lines ... ∗/
4
5
6
7

int main(int argc, char ∗argv){
int sockfd, n;
char recvline [ MAXLINE+1];
struct sockaddr in servaddr; /∗ contains

address data ∗/

9
10
11
12
13
14

if ((sockfd = socket(AF INET, SOCK STREAM), 0))<0)
err sys (”socket error”) ;
bzero(&servaddr, sizeof(servaddr));
servadr. sin family = AF INET;
servaddr. sin port = htons(22);
servaddr.sin addr.s addr = inet aton(”12.110.110.204”)

16
17

if (connect(sockfd, (SA∗) &serveraddr, sizeof(servaddr))<0)
err sys (”connect error”)

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28 }

/∗ we will only read ... ∗/
while ((n=read(sockfd, recvline, MAXLINE)) >0){
recvline [ n]=0;
if (fputs( recvline , stdout) == EOF)
err sys (”fputs error”) ;
}
if (n < 0)
error sys (”read error”);
exit (0) ;

Socket Functions of Elementary TCP
Client-Server

Simple Server in C

Fig. 2. Socket Examples from [Ste04]

presents their practical usage in a simple server program and their interplay as
sequence diagram.
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Distributed Programs

Servers in the wild heavily rely on advanced features of Sockets and Tcp (like
out-of-band data), multi-threading techniques that allow to fork a sub-thread
(or even another process) that takes over the current Tcp-connection, preforking/-threading to avoid forking for every incoming connection, as well as
asynchronous synchronization with the operating system (e.g., for reading/writing a file).
To simplify our presentation, we assume that peers are given by monolithic
programs (single thread processes) with a formal (operational) semantics for
all non-Sockets parts of the code. Further, we ignore the physical location of
a program, as it is located by the sockets it uses. Since we regard Sockets for
interprocess communication only, we can rule out self-loops, i.e., programs that
directly communicate to itself. As before, we assume Socket calls to be blocking
and leave aside out-of-band data. W.l.o.g., we assume the messages exchanged on
connections to be over a finite alphabet. Note that the underlying Tcp assures
that messages exchanged by Sockets Api calls are handled fifo and without loss
or transportation error.
Let a socket be a pair of Ip-number and Tcp-port, i.e., two unsigned numbers
of 32 and 16 bits each (for Internet Protocol version 4). A socket is local to a
program if the program binds this socket (explicitly by bind or implicitly by
connect).
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Definition 4.1. A distributed program is a tuple DP = hP, sock i with P a set
of monolithic (local) programs. The injective function sock maps a program in P
to a subset of pairs of sockets (ς1 , ς2 ) such that ς1 is a local socket with respect
to this program.
Note that sock maps a program to all its outgoing/incoming connections
which are given as socket pairs. This may require a full unfolding of the program.
As connections are per default full-duplex there is no distinction between sockets
that are used to either send or receive only.
Nevertheless, there are some artifacts introduced by the translation from
(unformalized) Sockets to DP. The mapping sock between processes and sockets
is static, hence, cannot express the dynamic (re-)usage of sockets possible with
Tcp. Nevertheless, we can assume that our translation includes this aspects by
bookkeeping different connections between the same sockets in time.
Further, we assume that each program in P has – a priori – an operational
semantics with respect to all commands not in Sockets. We assert that this
semantics is given as labeled transition system (Lts) wherein we treat Sockets
actions as nop. This allows to use well-known techniques of model extraction,
e.g., tools based on predicate abstraction or path-slicing like FeaVer [Hol00], abC
[DHH02], Bandera [CDH+ 00], or JavaPathFinder[VHB+ 03].
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Queueing Concurrent Processes

A communication architecture T (or architecture for short) is a pair hP, Chi with
a finite non-empty set P of processes and a finite set of point-to-point channels
Ch ⊆ (P × P) \ idP .
Definition 5.1. A system of queueing concurrent processes (Qcp) over a given
architecture T = hP, Chi is a tuple A = h(Sp )p∈P , M, (Σp )p∈P , (∆p )p∈P , (s0p )p∈P i
with M a finite message alphabet. For each process p ∈ P, the tuple hSp , Σp , ∆p , s0p i
describes a (local) transition system on the states Sp over the actions Σp =
· pcom which are either local, i.e., in Σploc , or communication actions in
Σploc ∪Σ
com
Σp = {p!q(m) | (p, q) ∈ Ch and m ∈ M } ∪ {p?q(m) | (q, p) ∈ Ch and m ∈ M }.
Local transitions are given by the rules in ∆p ⊆ Sp × Σp × Sp , and the initial
state of process p is s0p .
As usual, p!q(m) denotes the send of message m from process p to process q,
whereas q?p(m) denotes the matching receive on process q.
Note also that the Sp need not necessarily be finite. If all Sp are finite, we will
call A a finite Qcp. The local transition systems given by hSp , Σp , ∆p , s0p i could
be, for example, finite automata, counter automata (including Petri nets), or
pushdown automata. As usual, we define the semantics of A as labeled infinitestate transition system:
Definition 5.2. A Qcp A represents an LTS JAK = hC, Σ, →, c0 i with config
urations C = S × (M ∗ )Ch and the initial configuration c0 = s0 , (ε, . . . , ε) , i.e.,
all channels are initially empty. We write a configuration as c = hs, wi where
6

s = (sp )p∈P is the global state and w = (wp,q )(p,q)∈Ch are the channel contents.
a
Further, for any p ∈ P and a ∈ Σ, hs, wi −→ hs0 , w0 i is a transition in C ×Σ ×C
0
if (sp , a, sp ) ∈ ∆p and the following holds:
(i) sq = s0q for all q 6= p,
(ii) if a ∈ Σploc then w = w0 ,
0
0
(iii) if a ∈ Σpcom with a = p!q(m) then wp,q
= wp,q m and ws,t
= ws,t
for (s, t) ∈ Ch\{(p, q)},
0
0
(iv) if a ∈ Σpcom with a = p?q(m) then wq,p = mwq,p
and ws,t
= ws,t
for (s, t) ∈ Ch\{(q, p)}.
Note that the rules regarding Σ com force a fifo semantics on the channels.
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Formal Matching

We translate a given a distributed program DP = hP, sock i to a Qcp A =
h(Sp )p∈P , M, (Σp )p∈P , (∆p )p∈P , (s0p )p∈P i over an architecture T = hP, Chi as
follows:
– each program in P is mapped one-to-one to a process in P
– (p, p0 ) ∈ Ch iff
there exist two sockets ς, ς 0 such that (ς, ς 0 ) ∈ sock (p) and (ς 0 , ς) ∈ sock (p0 ).
– the local transition system hSp , Σp , ∆p , s0p i is an “adequate” semantic model
for the program mapped to process p (when treating all actions in Σ com as
local nop)
– M is the finite alphabet of messages exchanged in DP
– a write action of a message m on a connection (ς, ς 0 ) is mapped to p!q(m)
with (ς, ς 0 ) ∈ sock (p) and (ς 0 , ς) ∈ sock (q)
– analogously, the matching reception of message m is mapped to q?p(m)
Note that each connection in DP is mapped to a pair of channels with different directions in Ch. Hence, Qcp models of DP are inevitably cyclic.
As discussed in Section 2, reliable and unbounded fifo channels seem a natural
choice to model connections in distributed programs. Reliability is guaranteed
by Tcp and the assumption of unbounded channels avoids any occupation with
the dynamic change of sliding window sizes.

Conclusions
The previous short report shows a possible way to use a fifo semantics for Berkeley Sockets based distributed applications. This further allows to use Qcp as
abstract model and verification methods based thereupon.
For future implementations, a more detailed semantic discussion of DP and
its mapping to Qcp is unavoidable. Further, one should try to reduce the implicit
and explicit assumptions and restrictions included by our modeling and to extend
the model to include the dynamic behavior of Tcp as well as specialties like outof-bound data.
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